Illusion Theater's 2023 Fresh Ink Series (UPDATE)
Illusion Theater announces the cancellation of our final Fresh Ink public offering for 2023, Carlyle Brown’s Nobody, No Time. Developing new work requires flexibility and responsiveness and we have decided this new work will best be served by allowing the artists more time to explore the material and music in a closed setting. We look forward to offering an update on the progress of the piece in the not-too-distant future.

About the Illusion Theater
Illusion Theater was founded in 1974 and presents its season in its new home in the Center for Performing Arts in South Minneapolis. Since the beginning, Producing Directors Michael Robins and Bonnie Morris have led Illusion Theater in illuminating the illusions, myths, and realities of our times and in using theater to catalyze personal and social change. In 2021 Tree O’Halloran joined Illusion as Associate Producer. Illusion has generated over 500 plays, developed thousands of artists, and created groundbreaking educational work. Plays developed at Illusion have been produced in theaters throughout the world. Illusion’s works have catalyzed conversations in living rooms, kitchens, coffee houses boardrooms, and has led to transformations in policy, in organizations, in students and in individuals.

www.illusiontheater.org